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About This Game

Toy Odyssey is a Metroidvania style action-platformer that takes you back to a world made from the nightmares of your
childhood. Join Brand—an action figure that has come to life—in his fight against the darkness to save his owner, Felix.

Nightmares are only the start of his troubles: Brand needs to uncover the secrets of the house before it's too late.

Key Features
•Unlimited replayability with procedural level generation

•Metroidvania style puzzles and missions
•Hard-as-nails gameplay as a dedication to the difficulty of classic games

•Beautifully detailed art, reminiscent of classic 8-bit and 16-bit platformers
•Over 30,000 lines of (skippable) dialog for those that want a good story
•Hundreds of weapon and item upgrades with a detailed crafting system

•More than 300 types of enemies, as well as seven terrifying bosses.
•Base Defense gameplay mechanics: Protect the bedroom at all costs!
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Very cheap for a soundtrack this good.

If you like this I recommend trying Walter Machado's other games.. I wanted to enjoy this game so much, but found myself just
wanting it to be over. I almost quit multiple times, but saw it through to the end.

The production value is top notch. Amzing graphics, great sound, cool steampunk look, interesting narrator\/host. It's clear a lot
of hard work went into this game.

However, I just found the game to be a bit boring and very frustrating. You cannot interact with much of anything in the rooms.
It's mostly just static content. You really have no idea what you are looking for. So, you find yourself eventually just walking
around waving your tool until it turns green. You might do this for 20 minutes and then finally find some obscure item. Often
times when you use the item, nothing happens, so you start the search again until you find some other hard-to-locate item. The
puzzles themselves are pretty easy. The game is mostly just about finding where things are hidden.

I found the controls a bit odd as well. Left trigger teleports and right trigger picks up and drops off a single item. As far as I
could tell, there is no turn left or right, so you phyically have to turn around in circles. I had to detangle my headset cable
multiple times duing the game.. Awesomely Awesome !. A wonderous little top down space shooter with endless possibilities
for ship design.. Picked this up in the sale and happy I decided to go for it. Looks great and has good options to customise play.
Even the music is pretty good and has a load of options to flick through.. This is a well put together point and click, but it's aged
- the developers added some art to the pillarboxes but the game is still effectively 4:3. Otherwise it plays well, but unless you
like retro gaming this one should be left aside.. disabled comments thanks to all the triggered kids that didnt agree with my
review.
you didn't play this game, so stfu- you have literally no opinion worth listening to.
I did play this, I wrote the review.
don't liek my review? go buy the game yourself, and write a review. waste your own money and time.
have anice day.

slow. not funny, slow. you can't even pass the tutorial ( at least I can't, why would you ever need to press 5 keys on a keyboard at
once? )
^ there is nothing in the game that needs you to press 5 keys at once. there are gestures in the game for holding down certain
fingers, but NONE OF THEM REQUIRE YOU TO MAKE A FIST BY PRESSING ALL 5 BUTTONS. okay children? this is
the reaason i pointed it out, but you would know this if you played the dang game.

i had some issues windowing, but maybe that's just windows 10.
but yeah.. not a very well-executed idea, I mean the only things that even make sense are flipping the middle finger, or making
an okay sign. It's not liek you can even interact, and the times you CAN often fly by so fast, after ong, plodding, terrible
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dialogue, that you aren't even ABLE to make any signs at all.

gonna give this a big ol' thumbs down. No pun intended. Nothing about this is funny. My review is honest, don't be fooled..
Although there isn't much gameplay here, the concept and theme of this game are unique, refreshing, and interesting ,and thus
deserve a recommendation and play through if you are interested in said concept + theme.
Story/theme/concept:
A father with amnesia wakes up to find his daughter dead and uses his alchemy skills to try to bring her back to life by creating
homunculus daughters and sacrificing them to create souls to in-turn infuse into his dead daughter.. It's like Ikaruga without the
fun.
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Intresting story line and an a decent fps. Definatly worth a try if this is your genre.. First of all, to the developers: my hat's off to
you for fulfilling your vision of creating a game to the best of your abilities. That said, I'm not very fond of this game as it
stands. I played it a number of times upon purchase and just couldn't get into it. So I took some time away from it, cleansed my
palette, then replayed it. Time didn't do much to change my opinion. I was expecting a shmup (which, technically, it is), but it
didn't feel like there was much to it, gameplay-wise. Limited game options, as well as limited power-ups for your ship, left a bad
taste in my mouth. As a positive, I will say that I liked the theme music for the first level; it plays like you're being set up to take
part in an operatic space battle for the ages. Unfortunately, the rest of the game fails to live up to the hype. All in all, I'm not
sorry that I bought the game. I'm just sorry that I couldn't buy into it.. The game is actually fun despite the fact it looks pretty
much updated.

Pros:
- old-school linear FPS;
- simple yet decent story;
- decent voice-acting;
- good soundtrack.

Cons:
- the game is built using "FPS Creator" and that's probably the main problem: it crashes and may lag on any PC config;
- no settings men, but you can still adjust graphic and key bindings ( 
http://steamcommunity.com/app/467000/discussions/0/357286532030856073/ ).

P.S.: After rebinding the keys this game becomes pretty enjoyable. And you'd better get it in bundle or 4 free.. First and
foremost , if you are looking for a very-deep game that will take your hours , this is not your game. The game's concept is OK,
this is more like a smartphone app game rather than a full fledged PC game,however it may well kill your time and your small
budget. after a couple of level the game gets way too repetitive..
PROS :
- Simple and easy to understand
- Very easy game, even reaching gold trophies is quite easy
- Cartoonish graphics
- Indie style

CONS:
- Too linear
- Repetitive.Very.Repetitive.
- Too short. Finishing 59 levels will take your..maybe 3 hours
- Very small variety. You build same thing over and over, also same levels. You build electiricity for all houses in...10 levels?
- Doesn't even worth this low price, should be lower.. Lol this game is great. If you love shipbuilding and blowing crap up... and
I do. Don't worry about the salty reviews, if you practice your building and are willing to put more than 15min into playing the
game you will really get the hang of it.

Addictive, fun and totally worth $15. This is one of those games you tell your friends about.... repeatedly... until they buy the
game to shut you up. And then they have to grudgingly say "thanks, it really is turning out to be a great game".

To those in my steam group... yes you all know who you are... told you. Just shutup and buy what I tell you to. :). This game is
the exact same as RC2, including all the bugs; but with new bugs too!

Rucks make no sense. I can have 5 guys around a ruck against one person (who has the ball, no defence backup), and they still
win.

Game glitches way too offten. My players hair will go from long to bald when he is running.

The audio is probably one of the worst parts; cuts from a human voice to a computer generated voice.

The game is fun for like an hour, and then gets boring really quickly. 100% not worth the £39.95, even if you're a massive rugby
fan like myself.. Good puzzle platformer with a decent story,I tried to find something negative about this game but couldt find
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anything wrong.If you are a fan of the ganre you MUST play this game.. I know it isn't my sound card, but for some reason the
sound cuts out after ten mins of gameplay. Any suggestions?. nice game and colourfull hahaha
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